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What to track in Sales 

The following is a list of what reports you as a business owner / senior manager want to be seeing from your sales team, 
and at what intervals.  These reports speak to key results / deliverables for that department.  The reports that you 
should be getting are noted, with what those reports will tell you.  Next to each is listed when you should be reviewing 
this information from your team, or by when you should have getting this data to review from your managers. 
 
Weekly 

Pipeline Report: 
Identify what prospects for work there is on horizon.  This is work not yet bid (that is tracked in the next step) but 
that the potential for bidding in the future.  The longer your durations are between contact and contract, the more 
important it is to have identified and be nurturing these relationships.        
     
Bidding Worksheet: 
Review open bids, as well as bids won and lost in the prior week.  Is sufficient bidding being done to meet revenue 
goals? Are bids being followed up on to be closed? If losing a lot of work, why? Is close rate within company 
standard, if not, why not?  
      

Monthly - 5th of the month 
Bid / Close Rate  -  Tracking Result      

Look at what has been bid, sold, close rate and billed against goals, you want to ask yourself these questions: 
• Are you on track to meeting your goals?  
• If bidding is on track, but close rate is off track, you need to increase your close rate and bid less.   
• If your close rate is on track, but bidding is off track, look at sales cumulative variance – are you still 

meeting your goals?  
• If so, no worries – higher close rate is better than higher bid amounts with lower close rates.  
• If sales are lagging, then future billings will lag as well.   
• What can you do to increase your close rat?  
• If billings are off, is it a sales issue or a timing issue with job starts?  Identify where your core issue is and 

address it!              
• --- 

About the Author: Good market or bad, raging competition or not, any contractor or designer can run a healthy, 
profitable business. Most just don’t know how. Consultant, Speaker, Author Vicki Suiter, founder of Suiter 
Business Builders, knows the secrets to creating sustained profitability and success.  Vicki helps people see their 
businesses differently, then gives them the tools to do things differently.  
 
Since starting her business in 1990, Vicki has helped hundreds of contractors and designers build solid 
foundations for their businesses, enabling them to achieve the kind of success they never dreamed possible. In 
addition to running her consulting practice, Vicki has become an in-demand speaker at industry conferences 
nationally and internationally, where her presentations are consistently ranked among their most popular. 
Vicki's articles and opinions have been widely shared in print and across the web. She is also the author of book 
“The Profit Bleed” How managing margins can save your contracting business. 
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